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University Department.

Theme of Study

What is it hoped to discover or elucidate? .

With which geographic area of Africa and with which ethnic group(s) is the study concerned?

Does it include (i) field work

(ii) documentary studies in the field? elsewhere .

(iii) statistical enquiries in the field? elsewhere .

Is it carried out by yourself alone, or by a group of people? ;

(if by a group, please (i) give names and main disciplines

(ii) state who is the director)

(ii)

Is it sponsored (with or without financial assistance) by any other body? .

When did it begin?

When is it expected to be completed? .

Any other comments

Name in block letters Signature

PLEASE COMPLETE AND RETURN TO THE EDITOR
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Standing Conference on Library Materials

on Africa

; SCOLMA PUBLICATIONS.. • :

Available from booksellers and for these works marked (*) on payment of cash froTi:
The Librarian, Institute of Corrmdnwealth Studies, 27 Russell Square, London WC1.!

(*) African newspapers on microfilm,-'comp. M. D. M;Kee. SCOLMA, 1973. £0.50. '

(*) African periodicals in the library of the British Mjseum (Natural History),
by V. T. H.> Parry. SCOLMA, 1974. £0.50. . -

Conference on the acquisitions of materials from Africu,. University of
1969. Reports A Papers, ed. V. J. Bloomfield. Zug (Switzerland):
Inter Documentation Co.., 1970. .

(?) Debates on African legislatures, ed. M. Alman. SCOLMA, 1.972. £2.50.

Periodicals from Africa, a bibliography and union list, ed. C Travis.
• Boston: G. K. Hall, 1977. ". ISBN .0-8161-7946-8. (17,000 titles with

locations in British libraries.) . . ., •

(*) Printing-and publishing in Kenya by 0. Ndegwa. SCOLMA, 1973. £0.50.

SCOLMA' directory of libraries and special collections on Africa, in the U.K.,
and Western Europe, comp. H. Hannam. 4th ed.. Oxford: Zell, November 1983.
ISBN 0-905450-11^6. . / . . : .

. Theses oh Africa, 1963-1975, comp: J, H. St. J. Mcllwaine. Mansell, 1978.
ISBN 0-7201-0728-8. . • .

Forthcoming

African census reports, a bibliography & checklist, ed. J. Pinfold.

Periodicals from Africa, supplement ed. C. Travis & D. S. Blake.

Boston: G^K Hall, March .1984. . (7000 titles to August 1979. A second
supplement, ed. D. S Blake is in preparation.) .

U.K. resources for Southern-African studies, proceedings of the 1983 SCOLMA
Conference, ed. P. Larby. SCOLMA.

Journal

Arrican research and documentation (SCOLMA's journal). First published 1973.
3 issues p.a. • Current subscription £6.50:or J15.00. Subscription
information and back issues from The Subscription Manager, African Research
&' Documentation,, c/o Main Library, University of Birmingham, PO Box 363,
Birmingham B15 2TT, England. : .
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Publishers
an imprint of K.O. Sanr Verlag

New titles for 1983
Africa Index, to continent*! periodical literature
Edited bv Colin Darch

number 4/B C1979/80)

The only indexing service exclusively devoted to serials published In the African continent. Now computer-
compiled, the fourth Africa Index Is a double number, and Includes almost 3,000 entries of periodical articles
(published during 1979 and 19801 Indexed from well over 100 journals:
March 1983 ca 320 pp. casebound ISBN D-905460-09-4 ca. £24.00

The African Book World * Press: a directory/Hepertoire dn Uvre et da la Preaee en Afrigne
Third, completely revised and expanded edition
Edited by Hans M. Zell and Carol Bundy
Provides ccmprehens'.ve and up-to-date Information on libraries, publishers and the retail booktrade, research
institutions with publishing programmes, magazines and periodicals, major newspapers, as well as the printing
industries throughout Africa. The third edition includes almost 1,000 new entries, or a total of over 5,000,
arranged in 52 information-packed country-by-country sections.
ca. October 1983 ca. 400pp. casebound ISBN 0-905450-10-8
Pre-publication price: £38.00 Price after publication: ca. £45.00

Quite to Third WorU National Bibliographies
By G. E. Gorman-and Maureen Mahoney
Presents an up-to-date, accurate and detailed survey of all Third World national bibliographies (or substitute
compilations). Each entry contains a narrative dlscussion-in four parts: (1) full bibliographical citation together
with publisher address and current'cost;' (2) historical outline of the compilation, (3) objective statement of scope
and contents; (41 an analysis of coverage together with critical commentary on usefulness and value.
ca September 1983 ca. 220pp. casebound ISBN 905450-08-6 ca. £16.00

Directory of •vxopean Political Scientists
Fourth Edition
Complied and edited by the European Consortium for Political Research, University of Essex
The fourth edition of this authoritative who's who of the political science professions in Europe has been
substantially expanded and includes close to 3,000 entries, with some 600 entries listed for the first time. The
index has also been much Improved, now providing a breakdown of over 130 subject/geographical headings,
thus enabling users of the Directory to identify individuals interested in either a particular subject or regional
area of political science.
ca October 1983 ca. 560pp. caaebound ISBN 0-905450-13-8
Pre-publlcaUon price: £29.50 Price after publication: ca. £42.00

The SCOLMA Directory of libraries and Special Collections on Africa,
In the United Kingdom and Western •nrope
Fourth edition
Edited by Harry Hannam
Published on behalf of the Standing Conference on Library Materials on Africa (SCOLMA), the new edition of this
Directory has been extensively revised and updated, and its scope has been widened. Containing over 250 entries,
it includes full details not only of Africana collections in the United Kingdom and the Republic of Ireland, but also

•of significant holdings of African material in the libraries.of Western Europe. • "
ca. October 1983 ca. 180pp. casebound ISBN 0-905450-11-6 ca. £17.50

Hana Sell Publishers
an imprint of
K>a>Saur
HUiMlicn*Mciw1brk>LMt4Mi

Orders to: Bans Sell Publishers, an Imprint of K.G. Baur KG,
14 St. CMlas, PO Box 86, Oxford 0X1 3BX, aafbmd

or to:
X.S. Sanr Verla<XO, PiissaiibthsnUassu 8b, D-8000 Xunchen 71, Pederal Bapoblle of Oermany
In .the US order from: Oala Baaaaroh Company, Book Towar, Detroit, Mien. 48888
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